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Welcome to
“The CAP CULTURE” WORLD
Have you ever wondered? What makes a Great company, The Great company?
It’s the culture it creates!
Cap is an important part of your Apparel. It’s a Fashion statement you carry. It’s the Style and
It’s the trend which you follow.
Be it Baseball Hat, Or Hip Hop Hat or Panama Hat, we are expert in designing and supplying the
best Cap architecture which suits your style and requirements.
Accurate design and manufacturing capabilities makes us highly competitive in the marketplace.
Based at Mumbai, we are capable to manufacture world class caps and hats and have capabilities
to supply anywhere in the world. We are one of the few manufacturer’s, who act locally and
work globally. Our expertise to suit your requirements, gives us edge to be major contributor in
making your events memorable and stylish.
Best in class fabric and strong relationship building among our networks help us grow and
expand our businesses across the world and that too really fast.

You can practically have customized design in your pocket, through our in built customizable
process. We simply are the manufacturers who are loved by their customers. Meeting your
requirements and supplying the right product for right price is what makes us Unique in the
whole headwear Industry.
We have entered into the Headwear Industry, to create a culture which we dream to create and
which is “The Cap Culture”
Browse through our range of products, We are sure, You will find what you have been searching
For Long.
We simply believe that Your Wear without a Cap, is Like a Cake without Cherry Top !!
Kapture Headwear
About Us

Young entrepreneur, Mr. SagarPania, based at Mumbai, who has more than ten years in
corporate world, and has handled various businesses, at multiple positions, right from marketing,
to sales, to handling business as proprietor. He is a commerce graduate from Mumbai University
and participated in various functions during his academic tenure at schools and colleges. He is
also international cricket player, and has played various other sports, at club level. He has a
vision to bring uniqueness in the headwear industry. With his strong desire, and mission to create
CAP CULTURE across the Globe, he went on to introduce, Kapture Headwear to the world.

Headwear Industry is highly growing industry across the world. Be it Corporate events, or
Sports, or any Industry get together, even Global events, Cap is certainly an apparel which forms
an important part of overall wear both for Men and Women.
With this unique identification of huge potential to grow CAP as an important element in our
everyday life, Kapture Headwear, is now right in the global market, to design, develop,
manufacture, and supply, Caps which suits particular needs, and as the customer says, Meeting
their Unique Wants, Desires, and Needs.
Located at Mumbai, Kapture Headwear started its founding operations in May 2017. With strong
hold on the Quality, which Kapture highly relies on, and has built it its strength. It continues to
wow the customers through unique processes and highly capable manufacturing capabilities, to
meet the demands, no matter what their limits are. Kapture headwear has world class
manufacturing facility with latest equipments, to help make best product in the whole world.
Kapture Headwear is certainly an Institution, where Innovation and Uniqueness as well as Talent
are mix blend under one umbrella.
We stand strongly with our highly capable manufacturing capabilities, and even customize the
product according to the customer’s demands.
Kapture Headwear is certainly to create and build uniqueness in the market, and that too
Globally. It strongly believes in creating its unique place, through creating and diversifying “Cap
Culture” in the Global Markets.

Starting its operation through OmtexHealthwear Pvt. Ltd. Kapture Headwear has quickly gained
competence in the market and the company’s customer base has started broadening up in market
currently.
Being Mumbai as Nucleus, The Kapture Headwear, has capabilities to serve markets anywhere
Globally.
Though new in the business, but with strong team of men and women, who are expert in bringing
innovation in life, Kapture Headwear, is highly capable to deal with the Headwear Business Ups
and Downs.
Customers are delighted, which is the main purpose of the company itself. Developing and
creating products whose needs are already their in the market but have been less taped, the
company desires to build service and products which serve this very needs and wants and
desires.
Be it Sports, or Fashion, creating a culture which remains longer through manufacturing and
designing caps is what is the main goal and purpose of Kapture Headwear, We strongly believe
in making difference through, “Cap Culture”
Globally around thousands of events takes place, in todays globalized world, people meet people,
and give ever lasting impression of their respective culture. We have an aim to globalize the cap
culture, and make Kapture – Creator of Cap Culture as unique voice in the markets globally.
Making difference through playing with fabric, is our core strength.

Our Vision

To create “The Cap Culture” through passion of playing with fabrics
Our Mission
To serve the global markets, and bring innovation in the field of Headwear.

We strongly believe in Our Vision and Mission statements, and these are our core strengths
through which we would like to make our place, and keep serving the mankind as long as
mankind is serving the Mother Nature and themselves.
Life without a Cap is certainly a Cake without cherry top!!
We strongly believe that Caps have unique place in the apparel which we wear day or night. Its
because of these reasons that’s caps are sold even in apparel stores.
We believe to introduce a culture where one day Caps would have their own unique place in
markets and unique stores globally where the customers get delighted through Quality Caps.
USP of KaptureHeadwear, is to build best than the rest, through latest and top notch
equipment’s and gadgets at its manufacturing facility.
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Hip Hop Cap

Hip Hop Culture came into existence in 1980’s and 1990’s. The rappers of that time became
iconic symbol in the world of music and entertainment. The Hip Hop brought with it not only the
new culture of songs, but also wearable’s. Singers were looking for some unique style. During
the earlier times, caps from LL Cool J and Kangol Bucket Hat became popular wearable by the
singers. This gave birth to new style of caps. Later in 2000’s the Hip Hop culture again became
popular wide spread across the world. Many manufacturers came with unique hip hop hat styles.
The singers who weared these caps became popular as Hip Hop Cap and later the whole Hat
Industry had new style of Hats to be manufactured and put on sale for people and singers across
the world.
Kapture Headwear is fully equipped in manufacturing Hip Hop Caps.
We are fully accustomed in manufacturing Hip Hop caps, of all sizes. We accept bulk orders and
are fully equipped to manufacture Hip Hop caps and supply anywhere in the world.
We use imported fabric material to manufacture these types of Caps
We manufacture Caps in 5 / 6 panels and give wide range of options to choose from. The
professionally trained professionals and latest machinery helps us to even accept customized
bulk orders.

We have our USP as Style with Perfection.
We are mainly a bulk order manufacturer and supplier and capable to deliver orders anywhere in
the world. Our nucleus is in Mumbai, but we are few headwear players in the market, who think
and work globally but act locally.
So,
Inquire us today !!and get your favorite caps at your door steps.
Baseball Cap

Baseball Cap came into existence with the Baseball Game itself. Base Ball Game become
popular from the start of mid 1700’s. However the Cap culture in Base ball came into existence
in 1800’s. It was in 1860, that the Base ball team named, Brooklyn Excelsiors, wore cap with
round top and pointed sharp front in order to prevent Sun rays hitting the eyes of the players. The
whole team wore the cap and they became popular for not only their game but also for their
Caps. Later the caps were designed in many other designs and popularity started with the wide
spread popularity of Base ball caps in the whole of United States.
Some interesting figures might pull your attention regarding Base ball caps.
Around 43, 750, 000 number of caps are sold in United States in a year…
Annual Hat sales revenue comes to around, $ 2, 153, 000, 000 …
Interesting facts! Isn’t it ??!!

We at Kapture Headwear are fully equipped and trained in order to accept Bulk orders and
provide your orders at your door steps anywhere in the world.
Our BASEBALL CAPS are manufactured with the imported material and we manufacture the
caps with full caution and care. Out motto is to deliver style through perfection and are fully
trained and equipped to accept orders in bulk.
So, What are you waiting for, Inquire Us today ! ! and cherish the Cap Culture at your place.
We are Simply the Best Headwear manufacturers and we are here to introduce the “Cap Culture”
Our Motto is Quality with Perfection !!!
Baggy Cap
Baggy Caps became popular and came into existence in mid 1800’s. They were declared as
officially Australian Cricket Headwear. Many designs and forms came in the form of Baggy
Caps. Actually Baggy Caps saw tremendous popularity among cricket players of Australia.
They have unique designs and the fabric is mostly woolen in nature. Soon they were named as
Baggy Cap and it started its own culture in the headwear apparels.
In present times, Baggy Caps have crossed the boundaries and are manufactured and wore by
many players across the world.
Kapture Headwear is proudly associated with Baggy Cap Culture. We manufacture Baggy Caps
in state of the art factories located in Mumbai.
We generally take big or bulk orders and are capable enough to manufacture, supply and sale
across the world.

WE STRONGLY BELIEVE IN OUR MOTTO: to create “Cap Culture” with passion of style
with perfection.
Panama Hats

Panama hats are mainly the hats which came into existence during 1500s. People of Ecuador,
used to weave the straw into a special class of hats, which later became popular as Panama Hats.
It was the Americans who explored Ecuador and brought the panama hat culture across the
America and later the whole world.
Nowadays Panama Hats are manufactured from different materials and are supplied to different
parts of the world.
The main origin of these classes of hats is Ecuador and not panama. Americans thought that
these caps came from panama, and put its name as it is. However, this is mainly a
misinformation.
Panama Hats are manufactured at Kapture Headwear.
We are equipped with latest machines and technology and are highly trained in order to handle
bulk orders.
With center at Mumbai, we manufacture and supply the caps all across the world. We have our
own custom build factory with latest tools and techniques.
Our motto is to supply, “Style with Perfection” and are fuuly accustomed to build your order on
time and deliver it in the given TAT.

Inquire Us!! Today and create the culture at your place, which we clearly believe in, and that is,
the “Cap Culture”
Trucker’s Cap

Trucker’s Cap is becoming the most popular headwear among the youngsters and urbanites
across the world. More and more people are liking the style and fashion symbol which the
truckers cap hold these days.
However, the actual origins of truckers cap, came into existence in late 1700’s and mid of 1800’s
when American companies used to give away caps as promotional headwear to the rural
populace in rural America.
As the style and comfort of these caps were widely accepted by the farmers and rural people,
soon it became hype in the early days.
More and more companies started giving such caps with stylish layout to farmers and rural
people.
Nowadays, Truckers caps have become popular among the companies and corporates.
It is now used as widely accepted and beneficial promotional headwear across the world.
We at Kapture Headwear, are equipped with latest technologies, so that, we can manufacture the
Truckers cap of your choice and supply it at your doorsteps.
We strongly believe in concept of selling style with perfection.

Located in Mumbai, we are team of technicians and professionals who keep customers always
first and foremost.
Inquire Us Today!! 

